
Narayan
UX/UI Design & Front-End Development

Aug 2014 - Present
LEAD WEB DESIGNER - FSS

May 2006 – Dec 2008
SENIOR WEB DESIGNER - Agriya Infoway

Aug 2012 - Aug 2014
ASSOCIATE CONSULTANT - eNoah 

Jan 2009 – Aug 2012
TEAM LEADER - Bind Technology

- 14 YearsExperiences

M.Sc. I.T
Master of Science in Information Technology 
University of Madras, CHENNAI.

Bachelor of Computer Application 
University of Madras, CHENNAI.

B.C.A
Triple Certification in Multimedia 
Arena Multimedia

UCA, UCD, UX & UT
Human Factor International

Educations

Skill Sets

Photoshop

UI D esign Front-End Development

HTML 5

Bootstrap
Angular 
Javascript

MongoDB

jQuery

ExpressJS
NodeJS

TypeScript

SCSS
Ionic

CSS 3
Adobe XD
Balsamiq
UCA
UCD
UX
Mock FLow

Illustrator
Acrobat Pro 

Muse

Adobe Animate

Figma
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India

Contact



Roles and Responsibilities

Understand product specifications and user psychology 

Define the right interaction model and evaluate its success

Keep abreast of competitor products and industry trends

Creating wireframes, storyboards, user flows, process flows and site maps to 

effectively communicate interaction and design ideas 

Collaborating with Visual 

Designers and UI Developers to user-friendly productsDesigners and UI Developers to user-friendly products

Designs meet customer’s needs to combine interfaces and workflows to enhance user 

experience. I should be an analytical and creative designer who can grasp user needs 

and solve problems. 

Ultimately, I will make the product more user-friendly and intuitive to attract and 

retain customers.

User Interface D esign

Executing all visual design stages from concept to final hand-off to engineering

Collaborating with product management and engineering to define and 

implement innovative solutions for the product direction, visuals, and experience

Conceptualizing original ideas that bring simplicity and user-friendliness to 

complex design roadblocks

Present and defend designs and key milestone deliverables to peers and 

executive-level stakeholdersexecutive-level stakeholders

Proficiency in Photoshop, Illustrator, OmniGraffle, or other visual design and 

wire-framing tools

Establish and promote design guidelines, best practices, and standards 

Ability to present your designs and sell your solutions to various stakeholders.

Up-to-date with the latest UI trends, techniques, and technologies

The ideal of design should have an eye for clean and artful design, possess superior UI 

skills, and be able to translate high-level requirements into interaction flows and 

artifacts and transform them into beautiful, intuitive, and functional user interfaces.
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Roles and Responsibilities

https://www.facebook.com/narayanui/

https://in.pinterest.com/narayan24seven/

https://twitter.com/narayanaiyer

https://www.linkedin.com/in/narayan-vaidyanathan-26613b19/

https://www.instagram.com/narayanvskri/?hl=en

https://www.flickr.com/gp/41819014@N05/vpuauc

http://www.behance.net/narayanvskri

Front-End Development

Proficiency in HTML5, CSS3, and jQuery for rapid prototyping.

Ability to handle multiple frameworks like ionic, WordPress, Drupal, etc.,

Experience working in an Agile/Scrum development process.

Maintain and improving website content

Optimize applications for maximum speed to users

Collaborate with back-end developers and web designers to improve 

usabilityusability

Help back-end developers with coding and troubleshooting

Familiarity with Browser and Mobile testing and debugging In-depth 

understanding of the entire web development process 

(design, development, and deployment)

Knowledge of SEO principles

I will be responsible for building the ‘client-side’ of web and mobile applications. I 

should be able to translate our company and customer needs into functional and 

appealing interactive applications. I am interested in creating a user-friendly 

environment by writing code and moving forward in my career. 

Ultimately, I should be able to create a functional and attractive digital environment 

for the company, ensuring a great user experience.
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